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"Best Cars 2015": MINI scoops
victories in two vehicle classes.
On its first outing, the new MINI has won the imported vehicle
ranking in the small cars class in the "auto, motor und sport"
magazine readers' choice competition, while first place in the "Mini
Cars" segment went to the MINI Coupé.
Munich. MINI, the British premium brand, continued its success in
the annual readers' choice rankings of "auto, motor und sport"
magazine with a double victory. The vote for the "Best Cars of
2015" finished with wins for MINI in two vehicle categories, taking
top places in imported car rankings. The new MINI was the
immediate winner in the small car segment by a comfortable
margin. Also produced in the British MINI plant in Oxford, the MINI
Coupé came out on top in the "Mini Cars" category.
This is the 39th year for the public survey conducted by "auto,
motor und sport" magazine. There were 386 current models to
choose from in eleven categories. More than 112,000 readers were
asked to choose their favourites in an imported car ranking and an
overall ranking.
The results once again underline the huge popularity of the MINI
brand. Every year since 2001, the models from the British premium
brand have gained a place among the winners, particularly in the
imported cars rankings. To date, MINI models mainly dominated
the rankings for imported "Mini Cars". This was the first year that
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the latest generation of the MINI competed in the "Small Car"
category, also garnering by far the highest approval rating. 25% of
votes were cast in favour of the new original from the UK, available
for the first time not just as MINI 3 door, but also as MINI 5 door
and scoring significantly higher than its predecessors in the areas of
driving comfort and spaciousness and in the choice of driver assist
systems.
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However, the brand also continues to hold its own with victories in
the "Mini Cars" category. Here, the MINI Coupé won out in the
imported car rankings to be chosen "Best Car for 2015" in that
category. The consistently sporty two-seater managed to capture
21.9% of the vote. In addition, the MINI Coupé also took third
place in the overall ranking, giving MINI another place on the
winners' podium.
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The BMW Group
With its three brands BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce, the BMW Group is the world’s leading
premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium financial
and mobility services. As a global company, the BMW Group operates 30 production and
assembly facilities in 14 countries and has a global sales network in more than 140 countries.
In 2014, the BMW Group sold approximately 2.118 million cars and 123,000 motorcycles
worldwide. The profit before tax for the financial year 2013 was € 7.91 billion on revenues
amounting to approximately € 76.06 billion. As of 31 December 2013, the BMW Group had a
workforce of 110,351 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout
the value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving
resources as an integral part of its strategy.
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